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A Model-theoretic Approach to Multi-Database
Knowledge Representation

Abstract
This paper describes an approach to knowledge representation

which combines the use of partial models in model-theoretic seman-
tics with that of structured collections of data bases. The approach
is described in detail for a very simple case, viz. where a data base is
viewed as consisting of atomic, unstructured facts, as in the model-
theoretic interpretation of propositional logic. This logic is enriched
with propositional attitude operators for dealing with the knowledge
of two agents in intelligent communication. The attitudes are in-
terpreted formally in terms of relations between partial submodels,
corresponding in an implementation to the topology of a network of
small data bases.
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A Model-theoretic Approach to
Multi-Database Knowledge Rep-
resentation

1 Knowledge representation and data bases

For intelligent communication, it is essential to know what the partner

knows, does not know, wants to know, believes that the other knows, etc.

This applies both to human-computer communication and to the exchange

of inessages between cooperating processors in distributed computing (see

Bunt, 1988a and Halpern 8i Moses (1984), respectively).

For conversation with a human partner about a certain domain of dis-

course, an AI system needs, in addition, domain knowledge. For realistic

applications, this knowledge will be contained in a data base. A well-defined

data base is fruitfully viewed as a semantic model of the formal language

in which the knowledge in question can be expressed (see Bronnenberg et

al., 1979; Konolige, 1982). Whether partner knowledge can be treated in a

similar way as domain knowledge is not obvious, however.

A fairly old idea in AI is to represent the knowledge of the partner's
knowledge of the discourse domain in a separate data base. But if we
want to take into account that such knowledge is typically incomplete and
uncertain, we run into trouble.

Suppose a system S incorporates a data base D of elementary facts

about the discourse domain; S`knows' those facts plus all the complex

facts that evaluate to TRUE when broken down into facts in D. Let D' be

the data base containing the elementary facts S knows a certain U, who

communicates with S, to know. If S does not know whether U knows that

p, we omit p from D'. But now suppose S knows that U does not know that

p; in that case it does not help to omit p somewhere.

One possible solution might be to use a set of data bases to represent

the knowledge of U, rather than a single one, and stipulate that the facts

known to U are those which are true in each of these data bases (see Fig.l).
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I p I
I q ID'2

--------- I I
I p I--o-~---------

--s--~I I
I I--II-~---------
--------- I not-p I

D I q ID'1
I I

Fig.l. S knows that p; S knows that U knows that q;
S knows that U does not knows whether p.

This use of multiple data bases bears some similarity to the possible-

worlds approach of epistemic logic, where U's knowledge that p would be

represented by p being true in all worlds accessible to S. The latter ap-

proach is too inefficient for computer implementation, since S not knowing

the truth of a fact q is modelled by having one accessible world where q is

true and one where q is false. This means that, the less an agent knows,

the more worlds have to be represented. Moreover, the facts whose truth

an agent does know have to be represented as such in every one of these

worlds. Altogether, this has the effect that in a non-trivial world, with a

sizable number of potential facts, the representation of an agent's incom-

plete knowledge leads to an astronomic number of sets of facts, where the

majority of facts is duplicated in every set. The idea behind Fig.1 suffers

from the same problem.
Ideally, we would like to model an agent's knowledge by representing

only the facts he knows, and representing them only once. Moreover, we

would like the representation structures to grow rather than shrink as the

agent's knowldge grows. This is not as simple as it may seem at first.

Representing knowledge about the absence of knowledge, the problem of

Fig.1, is only one of the difficulties that have been encountered when trying

to design such a system, and which have led to abandoning the multi-data

base idea (see Moore, 1980). In the next section we will consider some of

these difficulties.
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2 Difficulties with a multi-data base approach

The problem just mentioned concerns the representation of knowledge about
absence of knowledge. S's knowledge that U know~ that p is false cannot be
represented by leaving p out of S's data base about U's knowledge. Atomic
propositions that S knows to be false are stored in S's data base, marked
as false (as in Fig. 2), but we have no way of representing that a complex
proposition is known to be false.

We may create such a way by splitting S's knowledge into the things
known to be true and those known to be false, storing the latter in a sepa-
rate (part of S's) data base. Fig. 2 illustrates this.

I I
--S--~I p I

I I

I
neg

I

I I I I
I q I--u--~I p I
I I I I

Figure 2. S knows that p; S knows that not q;
S knows that U does not know that p.

Complex propositions which S knows to be false are represented by means
of data base configurations connected to this `negative' data base. Fig. 2
illustrates how a data base configuration can be used to evaluate a propo-

sition like S knowa that U doe~ not know that p: determine the data base
to be consulted for the embedded atomic proposition and check whether

it contains that proposition. I call this a local evaluation method, as it
involves consulting only one data base.

Disjunctions give rise to `nonlocality', for suppose an agent S knows
that p and also that r or s. We would like to represent r and s as two
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possible alternative additíon~ to the data base containing p. This gives rise
to the structure of Fig. 3 and thus to `nonlocality', as the evaluation must
look into the alternative additions of a data base.

I I
I r I

--------- I I
I I--i--~---------

--s--~I p I
I I--2--~---------

I I
I s I
I I

Figure 3. S knows that p; S knows that not q; S knows that (r or s).

There are also cases which require the consultation of several data bases
even though no disjunctions are involved. The following example, adapted
from Moore (1980), illustrates this. A configuration representing the knowl-
edge (2-1), like the one in Fig. 4, should also make (2-2) true:

(2-1) S knows that U knows that not q or p
S knows that U does not know that p

(2-2) 5 knows that U does not know that q

To achieve this, we must combine the knowledge in the three non-empty
boxes. From this example, Moore (1980) concludes that "There may be
waye to get around theae di,,~icultie~, but it ia clear that any adequate aolu-
tion is going to be much more complex than `juat u~ing data baaea'." In the

next section I will indicate informally how the difficulties with the multi-
data base approach can be solved; a formal definition of the approach is
given in section 4.
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i i
I p I

--------- --------- I I
I I I I--i--~---------

--s--~I I--II--~I I
i I I I--2--~---------

I I
~ I I

neg I I
I

I I I
I I--u--~I p
I I I

Figure 4. S knows that U knows that q implies p
S knows that U does not know that p

Before we move on, first, some remarks about terminology and notation.

It will be clear that, thanks to the strategy of representing a fact only once
in a data base configuration, the data bases in these configurations are

typically very small. The term `data base' is therefore rather misleading;
instead, I will from now on speak of data ~n.odulea or data boxes. (In section

4, a formal distinction will be drawn between data modules and data boxes.)

The network configurations consisting of these modules will be called Data

Module Neta or DMNs. Also, I will speak of alternative extenaiona rather

than alternative addition~.
When saying that S knows that p, we usually imply that p is true.

However, in this paper the phrase `S knows that p' is intended neutrally as

`the information p is available to U', without implying the correctness of

that information. (See Bunt, 1988a, for motivation.) Instead of `know', I

will occasionally use `believe'.
For describing the navigation in a data module net, a path will be

indicated by stringing the labels on the links; such a string will be called an

I
I neg
I I
~ ---------
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index. In the DMN in Fig. 4, for instance, the longest paths have indices

SUI, SUZneg, and SnegU.

3 Nonlocal evaluation and interactions be-
tween data modules

The introduction of alternative extensions and negative data bases com-

plicates the truth definitions of complex propositions, since it presents to

different possibilities to represent the same knowledge in a DMN. The fol-

lowing example illustrates this.
The DMN of Fig.5 represents the knowledge (3-1):

(3-1) S knows that U knows that (( p and q) or (r and p))

I p I
I q I
I I

I I I I--~--~---------
--s--~I I--u--~I I

I I I I--2--~---------
--------- --------- I r I

I p I
I I

Figure 5. S knows that U knows that ((p and q) or (r and p))

Clearly, the presence of p in every alternative extension to the module

SU is equivalent to its presence in that module itself; the DMN of Fig.5 is

equivalent to that of Fig.6.
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I I I I--i--~---------
--5--~~ I--Q--~I p I

I I I I--2--~---------
--------- --------- I I

I r I
I I

Figure 6. S knows that U knows that (p and ( q or r~~

Now consider the determination of whether this DMN contains the knowl-
edge S knowa that U know~ that p. In contrast with Fig. 6, for the DMN
of Fig. 5 it is not suf~icient to locate the module with index SU and check
whether it contains p.

Unless we would forbid structures like Fig. 5, the truth conditions
will have to be nonlocal: every time a module is consulted,the alternative
extensions to that module have to be considered too.

Another complication caused by alternative extensions has to do with
scope. Consider the DMN of Fig. 7 and the evaluation of S knows that U
know~ that (r or e~.

The evaluation should come out TRUE, but aga,in it is insufficient to look
only into the data module with index SU; moreover, this time it does not
help to look into its alternative extensions. Instead, we have to take one
step back in the navigation through the net, and consider the alternative
extensions at index S. The evaluation should therefore not only consult the
module SU and its alternative extensions, but also those with index S~U.
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i i i i
I I--II--~I r I

--------- I I I I
~ p I--i--~--------- ---------

--S--~I q I
I I--2--~--------- ---------
--------- I I I I

I I--II--~I s I
I I I I

Figure 7. S knows that (U knows that r or U knows that s)

Other complications have to do with the need to combine information
from several data modules. The following example illustrates this. Con-
sider the DMN of Fig. 8, representing the information (3-2):

(3-2) S knows that U knows that (p or q)
S knows that U knows that not p

Since it can be deduced from (3-2) that S knows that U knows that q,
we want the evaluation of that proposition to give the value TRUE given
the DMN of Fig. 8.

This can be accomplished by looking more closely at the two index sets
which are relevant for the evaluation of propositions of the form `S knows
that U knows that ...', given the DMN. These are the sets {SU, SUl} and
{SU, SUZ}. When we consider the first of these, we are in fact consider-
ing the possibility that, according to S, U knows that p. But this is not
a real possibility, since S knows that U knows that not p. Therefore, this
module set can be viewed as an inconsiatent part of the DMN. The only
real possibility is alternative SUa, corresponding to {SU, SUZ} being the
only consistent one of the relevant module sets. We will therefore define
the evaluation procedure in such a way that it only considers consistent
module sets, and if q comes out TRUE in all the consistent SU-sets then S
knows that U knows that q.

9



i ~
I p I

--------- --------- I I
I I I I--i--~---------

--s--~I I--u--~I I
I I I I--2--~---------

I I
I I q I

neg I I
I ---------

Figure 8. S knows that U knows that (p or q);
S knows that U knows that not p

4 Multiple data bases as partial models

Multiple data bases form an intuitively obvious `implementation' of the
semantic, or `model-theoretic' approach to knowledge representation. This
approach is characterized by the storage of atomic propositions and the use
of a formal language for expressing complex knowledge; the semantics of
this language describes how complex expressions should be evaluated given
a data-module configuration. In order to provide the multiple-data base
idea with a solid mathematical basis, we thus have to (1) give a formal
definition of data module configurations, i.e. describe these as model9 in
the model-theoretic sense; (2) define the semantics of a formal language
whose expressions are evaluated given such models.

In this paper l do so for the case where atomic propositions are treated
as unstructured entities, as in propositional logic. This means that we treat
data modules as specifying the truth values of proposition letters, express-
ing atomic propositions. This language, which I call `doxastic propositional
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logic (dPL)', is the language of propositional logic extended with the opera-

tors `S~~' and `U~~' for `S believes that' and `U believes that', respectively.

4.1 Data Module Nets

The complexity of the data module configurations required depends on
the complexity of the knowledge to be represented. The simplest kind of
DMNs are those where the internal structure of atomic propositions is not
considered, as in the case of dPL. A data module with index i, in this case,
can be formalized as a function F; assigning truth values to propositional
terms of dPL; in view of the incompleteness inherent to realistic knowledge,
these functions are partial. Moreover, we have seen that it makes sense to
separate `negative' from `positive' knowledge and represent these in sepa-
rate modules; this means that each module can be formalized as a partial
function that assigns the value TRUE to each argument for which it has a
value.

Consider, for example, the DMN of Fig. 7. There are three non-empty

data modules, with indices S, S1U, and SZU. The contents of these modules

are described by the functions {G p,TRUE~, G q,TRUE~}, {C r,TRUE~},

and {G s,TRUE1}, respectively. A llMN which represents the knowledge

of agent S will always contain a module with index S. The presence of

alternative extensions depends on whether any disjunctive knowledge is to

be represented. The specification of the alternative extensions which are

present in a DMN will therefore be part of its definition. In addition, this

description must specify the contents of each module. This leads to the

following definition. A data module net for dPL is a quadruple

(4-1) M- G X, .~, A, Y ), where:
- X is a constant function from .F into .~;
-.~ is a non-empty set of partial functions from the

propositional letters of dPL to truth values;
- A is a partial function from .~ into P(.~) (specifying the

alternative extensions present in M);
- Y is a partial function from .~ into .~ (describing the links
to partner knowledge).

Instead of X( f) I will also write Fx.
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As an example, consider again the DMN of Fig. 7. Definition (4-1)
is instantiated for this DMN as (4-2), where we use the shorter notation
[p, q, ..] for {G p, TRUE ), G q, TRUE J, ..}.

(4-2) M - c S, {Fs - [p,q), Fs,u - [T]~ Fs,u - [9]}~
{ c S, { Sl , SZ }~}, { C Fs„Fs,u~, c FS„ Fs,u~}~

The first element of this quadruple identifies the module with index S

as the `entry' of the network; the second element stipulates that there are

three non-empty modules, with the contents [p,q], [r], and [s], respectively,

to which names are assigned ( indices) for convenience; the third that the

module with index S has two alternative extensions, Sl and S2i the fourth

that these extensions are both linked to modules containing partner knowl-

edge.
It is convenient to name the functions in .F with the help of indices,

as we did in (4-2), and to speak of the indices of a model rather than the

corresponding evaluation functions. We define this set as follows. For a

data module net NI - G X, ,F, A, Y ) the set IM of indices is the smallest

set such that:

(4-3) 1. S belongs to IM (where S is the index of X( f), f E.F);

2. if i E IM then is and iu belong to IM;

3. if i E IM and i is not of the form jneg, then ineg E IM;
4. if i E IM and Fk E A(F;) then ik E IM.

4.2 Data modules and data boxes

A data rraodule is a building block in a data module net, containing the

knowledge that relates to one particular combination of agents and atti-

tudes, such as S's knowledge about U's knowledge about S's knowledge.

Formally, a data module M; is a(sub-)DMN with an `entry point' corre-

sponding to that particular complex attitude and without links to other

attitudes:

(4-4) Mti - C I, .F, A, ~ )

where i is the index of the function I( f), for arbitrary f E.F, and i
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is required to be of the form js or jU; ~ is the empty partial function from

.~ to ,F. The index i will be called the index of the module. In the DMN

of Fig. 7, for example, the box with link `S' plus its two extensions forms

a data module with index S; the two extensions in that module are linked

two data modules with indices S1U and SZU, respectively. A DMN can

be viewed as a collection of data modules, linked together into a network

through inter-speaker connections.
Note that a data module consists of several `boxes'; I will refer to those

as data boxes. Formally, a data box with index j is simply a valuation

function F~ (see 4-1).
Having defined the notions of a data module and a data module net, I

turn to their use in defining the semantics of doxastic propositional logic.

In particular, we define the semantics of dPL-expressions of the form S ~F- X

('S knows that X'), i.e., we define under what conditions a DMN represents

that S knows that X.

4.3 ~uth in a data module net

We have seen above that the evaluation of a formula relative to a given

DMN is in general non-local, i.e. it refers to data in more than one data

box. In terms of indices, this means that evaluation is in terms of sets of

indices. To state the semantics of dPL, it is convenient to first define the

relevant sets of indices. Given a DMN M- G X, .F, A, Y~ and an index

i in IM, the consistent index sets for á are defined to be those subsets m of

IM that have the following properties:

(4-5) 1. i E m;
2. if j E m and A( j)~ 0 then m contains exactly one

index jk with k C A(j);
3. if i is of the form gh, with A(g) ) 0, then m contains

exactly one index of the form gkh, with k C A(g);
4. there are no two indices j, k in m such that

a. F~(p) and Fk(p) are defined and different for some

proposition p, or

b. F;ney(p) - Fk(p) for some proposition p.

5. nothing else belongs to m.

Clause 4 ensures the consistency of the index sets considered; these are ob-
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tained by adding ( in 2) or inserting ( in 3) alternative extensions. I will use
the notation CIS(i) to designate the consistent index sets for an index i. In
the DMN of Fig. 7, for example, we have CIS(SU) -{{S, S1U}, {S, SzU}}.

The definition of when a dPL-expression of the form S ~~- X is true will
be given with the help of a recursive two-place partial evaluation function
f, whose first argument is a consistent index set and second argument a
dPL-expression.

The definition starts with invoking f, as follows:

M ~ S~~- X t~ f(m, X) - 1 for every m in CIS(S)

The recursion in f(m, X) comes to an end when we get to the atomic

parts of X (propositional constant letters). For an atomic expression p,

f(m, p) is defined in terms of the evaluation of p relative to single-index

sets {i}, where i belongs to m; this is accomplished in clause 1 below.

Finally, f( {i}, p) for single-index sets is defined in clause 0.

For evaluating negations, an auxiliary function f' is used ( clause 4) and

the notion `negative extension' of an index set ( clause 5). The definition

of f' is given below; the `negative extension' NX (m) of an index set m

consists, roughly speaking, of the indices for the negative extensions of the

data boxes indicated by m. Formally: NX (m) -{i ~ i- jneg for some

index j E m or ineg E m}.
Similarly, the `U-extensions' of an index i are all indices of the form iU

or iUk; the U-extensions of an index set consist of the U-extensions of its

elements. The con~istent U-extensions CUX (m) of m are those which are

consistent in the sense of (4-5).
In what follows, `1' and `0' are used instead of `TRUE' and `FALSE'.
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0. For any propositional constant p and index i:
if i is S or i is of the form jS, j U, or jneg then
f({i}, p) - 1 if Fi(p) - 1;

- 0 if Fíneg(p) - li
is undefined otherwise;

else i is of the form j k and
f({i}, p) - if F;(p) is defined then F~(p) else F;(p)

1. for any propositional constant p and non-atomic index set m:
f(m, p) - 1 t~ f({i}, p) - 1 for some i E m

- 0~ f({i}, p) - 0 for some i E m
is undefined otherwise.

The remaining clauses apply to any (consistent) index set m and dPL-
expressions p, q.

2. .f(m~ P~ 4) - f(m~ p) AND f(m~ 4)

3. f(m~ P ~ 9) - Ï(m~ P) oR f(m~ 4)

4. f(m, ~ p) - 1 if f'(m, p) - 1 else
- NOT f(m, p)

5. f(m, U ~~- p) - 1 if for all consistent U-extensions m' of m:

f(m~~ P) - 1
- 0 if for some consistent U-extension m' of m:

f(m', p) - 1, or f(NX(m), U ~~- P) - 1
is undefined otherwise

5'. Similarly for f(m, S ~~- p).

The definition of the function f' runs as follows.
1. If p is a propositional constant then f'(m, p) - f(NX (m), p)

2. f~(m~ p~ 4) - Ï(NX(m)~ P u 9)

15



3. f~(m~ P ~ 4) -.f(NX(m)~ P~ 4)

4. f'(m, ~ p) - Í(m~ p)

5. f'(m, U II- p) - f(N?~(m), U II- p)

5'. f~(m, S II- p) - f(NX (m)~ S II- p) if m~{s}
f'({s}, S II- p) - 1 if there is an m E CIS(s) such that f(m, p) ~ 1 else

- f(NX({s}), S II- p)

The meta-functions A1vD, oR, and NoT are defined as follows:

AND(p,q) -1~p-landq-l;
-0bp-0orq-0;

oR(p,q) -1~p-lorq-l;
-0~p-0andq-0;

NOT(p) - 1 ~ p - O;
-~~p-1.

In all three cases, if the conditions for 1 or 0 are not satisfied, the result is
undefined.

5 The DMN formalism put to the test

We have started with the DMN enterprise with the aim of developing a se-

mantic knowledge representation system that should satisfy two apparently
obvious and innocent requirements: Knowledge representation structures
should be growing (rather than shrinking, as possible-worlds representa-
tions do) as more knowledge becomes available; facts about which nothing

is known should not be represented at all. Secondly, facts which are known
to be true (or to be false) should be represented only once, if possible. We
have seen, however, that these requirements have far-reaching consequences
and lead to a formalism of considerable complexity. Let us now see whether
the DMN formalism, as developed here, provides adequate solutions to the
problems mentioned iri section 2.

We begin with the DMN in Fig. 5; as a dPL model, it should make the
formula (5-1) true:

16



(5-1) 5 ~~- U ~~- P

I p I
I q I

--------- --------- I I
I I I I--i--~---------

--s--~I I--u--~I I
i I I I--2--~---------
--------- --------- I r I

I p I
I I

Figure 5. S knows that U knows that ((p and q) or (r and p))

The evaluation begins with computing f({S}, U ~~- p), since CIS(S) -
{S} for this DMN. Clause 5 of the dPL semantics applies: the consistent U-
extensions of {S} are computed. There are no inconsistencies between any

boxes in the DMN, so CUX ({S}) -{{SU, SUl }, {SU, SUZ}}. Clause 5 says

that the value Tx.UE is obtained if f({SU, SUl }, p) - f({SU, SUZ}, p) - 1}.

Consider, for instance, f({SU, SUz}, p). Understanding p to be an atomic

proposition, clause 1 applies, which brings us to the question whether

f({SU}, p) - 1 or f({SUZ}, p) - 1. By clause 0, the second one is true,

since FSU, (p) - 1. Similarly for f({SU, SUl }, p). Therefore, the desired

result follows.
In this example, a dPL-formula was evaluated given a non-optimal

DMN. Above, we have also considered the case of a`non-optimal' dPL-
formula in relation to an optimal DMN (see Figs. 5 and 6). It is easily
verified that the semantic definition handles that case adequately as well.

Next we consider the problem of evaluating a disjunction with a narrow

scope, given a DMN with `wide-scope' alternative extensions. An example

was mentioned in section 3, where the DPL- formula (5-2) should evaluate

to true, given the DMN of Fig.7:

(5-2) S ~~- U ~~- (P ~ q)

17



i i i i
~ ~--v--~~ P ~

--------- i i i i
i i --~--~--------- ---------

--s--~ i i
i i --2--~--------- ---------

i i i i
i i--v--~ i q i
i i i i

Figure 7. S knows that (U knows that p or U knows that q)

The evaluation starts with the computation of f(m, U ~~- (p V q)), with
m in CIS(S) -{{S, Sl}, {S, SZ}}. For each of the two possible choices of

m, the result should be TRUE. We follow the computation for m-{S, SZ}.
By clause 5 of the dPL semantics, f({S, SZ}, U ~~ - (p V q)) - 1 iff

f({SU, SZU}, (pV q)) - l. By clause 3, this is the case iff f({SU, SZU}, p) -
1 or f({SU, SZU}, (q)) - 1, or both. Indeed, f({SU, SZU}, p) - 1.

Similarly for m-{S, Sl}. Therefore the desired result follows.

Next we turn to the interactions between the contents of different data
boxes in a DMN.

First we take the example of (3-2) in section 3, where the DMN of Fig.
8 should make the dPL-expression (5-3) true:

(5-3) S ~~- U ~~- q

Since the data module with index S contains no alternative extensions,
CIS(S) - {{S}} and the truth of (5-3) depends on that of f( {S}, U ~~- q).
By clause 5 of the dPL definition, this depends on whether f(m, q) is true
for every consistent U-extension of {S}. According to clause 4 in the def-
inition of consistent index sets, {SU, SUl} is not consistent, so {SU, SUZ}
is the only possible choice for m. Indeed, f({SU, SUz}, q) is true since
Fsp, (q) - 1. Therefore the desired result follows.
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I I I I--1--~---------
--S--~I I--II--~I I

I I I I--2--~---------
--------- --------- I I

I I q I
neg I I

I

Figure 8. S knows that U knows that (p or q);
S knows that U knows that not p

Finally, we check whether Moore's problem has also been solved; does

it follow from our truth definitions that the DMN of Fig. 4 makes (5-4)

true?

(5-4) S ~~- not (U ~~- q)

For this DMN, the truth of (5-4) is determined by f(({S}, not(U ~~-q)). By
clause 4 of the dPL semantics, this formula is true if f(({S}, U ~~- q) - 0,
which, by clause 5, is the case if there is a consistent U-extension m of {S}
such that f(m, q) - 0. Indeed there is, namely {SU, SUZ}. This solves
Moore's problem.

Note that there is another consistent U-extension of {S}, namely {SU, SUl},
where the value of q is undefined; hence it does not follow that S knows
that U knows that q. The latter conclusion should follow if S knew that U
knows that not p. Indeed it does, since in the slightly different
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I I I I--~--~---------
--s--~I I--v--~I I

I I I I--2--~---------
--------- --------- I I

I I I
neg I I

I
I

I I I I neg
I I--u--~I p I I
I I I I ---------

Figure 4. S knows that U knows that q implies p
S knows that U does not know that p

DMN representing that S knows that U knows that not p, the index set
{SU, SUZ} would no longer be consistent.

6 Conclusion

So far, data boxes have been treated as lists of atomic propositions, consid-
ered as unstructured objects. Accordingly, data modules are only distantly
related to realistic data bases. The DMN approach can be related to real-
istic data bases, such as relational data bases, by considering the objects in
data boxes not as unstructured propositions, but as made up of relations
and arguments. This corresponds to taking the step from propositional
logic-based dPL to a representation language based on predicate logic. The
additional complexity in DMNs to which this leads has been investigated
in Bunt (1988b).
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Altogether, the DMN approach gives the possibility of using data base
technology for efficient representation of knowledge with the kind of com-
plexity required by A.I. systems. In this paper we have only dealt with the
complexity arising from the incompleteness inherent to knowledge, from
knowledge about the incompleteness, and from the dependence of knowl-
edge on a particular agent. Our investigations so far indicate that the
approach can also apply to uncertain knowledge, mutual knowledge, and

other propositional attitudes.
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